Portable Oxygen Concentrators

The Difference is Precision
The EasyPulse POCs are the perfect
products for patients that demand
quality and reliability.

Proven design and durability that
supports your non-delivery business.

VPSA technology keeps sieve beds
cleaner for maximum product life.

Best in industry warranty including
sieve bed replacements.

Lowest cost of ownership.

When you place a Precision Medical POC with a patient, you can
rely on our durable, proven design to support your business.
Precision Medical POCs
Precision Medical POCs can help your business by eliminating the high recurring costs
of deliveries and the burden of managing cylinders. Other manufacturers use basic
pressure only systems causing frequent sieve bed replacements. With our dependable
POCs you can expect to minimize patient calls and enjoy lower cost of ownership.

Innovative VPSA technology with CMV
Only Precision Medical POCs use Vacuum Pressure Swing Adsorption technology
ensuring each sieve bed is perfectly regenerated every cycle. This results in clean
sieve beds that produce high oxygen purity for a long period of time.
With controlled minute volume (CMV), your oxygen patients receive therapeutic
oxygen in the first third of the inspiratory phase for maximum efficiency, regardless of
breath rate.

Easy to use
An easy to use push button operation allows patients to press one button to start
their POC on the prescribed flow setting. Simple design reduces phone calls
and troubleshooting.

Proven battery life
The internal and external batteries combine to provide up to 11 hours* of battery
life. This duration allows patients to be mobile with the confidence that their oxygen
needs will be met, at home as well as when traveling. CMV technology insures battery
duration stays consistent on all flow settings.

Recognized design with longest product life
EasyPulse POCs’ product design is recognized by providers not only in the USA, but
around the world for being the most dependable POC in their fleet. With the lowest
return rate of any POC, trust the company that has been a leader in hospital respiratory
care since 1982.
*Battery duration times are based on new, fully charged batteries used with the EasyPulse POC system. Battery duration times will
decline with battery age and environmental operating conditions.
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Device
EasyPulse POC Oxygen Concentrator
includes: AC and DC power supplies, cords,
carry bag and cannula
EasyPulse POC Oxygen Concentrator
includes: AC and DC power supplies, cords,
carry bag, cannula and external battery
EasyPulse POC Oxygen Concentrator
includes: AC and DC power supplies, cords,
backpack, cannula and external battery

3 L (PM4130)
PM4130P

5 L (PM4150)
PM4150P

PM4130PEB

PM4150PEB

PM4130PEBK

PM4150PEBK

Replacement accessories
Description
Filter (Pack of 30)
External Battery
AC Power Supply
AC Power Cord
DC Car Charger

Description
Cannula
Filter
Carry Bag (PM4150 only)
Back Pack (PM4150 only)
Carry Bag (PM4130 only)
Back Pack (PM4130 only)

Part Number
504833
505847
506707
507303
507947
508124

PM4130

PM4150

Specifications

Oxygen concentrations
User interface
Warranty

Part Number
505847-30
506760
506629
506961
506750

Size PM4130

Up to 95.5%
Push Buttons
Device: 5 years
Sieve Beds: 5 years
Battery: 1 year
PM4150

Height: 8.5 in (21.6 cm)
Width: 6.5 in (16.5 cm
Depth: 4.5 in (11.4 cm)

10.1 in (25.7 cm)
6.5 in (16.5 cm)
4.5 in (11.4 cm)

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

Battery durations (at any breath rate)
Setting 1: 5.5 hrs
Setting 2: 3.8 hrs
Setting 3: 2.8 hrs
2 batteries: up to 11 hours

Setting 1: 4.7 hrs
Setting 2: 3.4 hrs
Setting 3: 2.7 hrs
Setting 4: 2.0 hrs
Setting 5: 1.6 hrs
2 batteries: 9.4 hrs

Weight 4.9 lbs (2.22 kg)

6.6 lbs (2.98 kg)

The EasyPulse POCs features:
Lightweight, durable and proven designs
3L and 5L pulse settings utilizing
VPSA technology
With CMV, patients receive therapeutic
oxygen in the first third of inspiration
Simple, one touch operation
Fully functional on AC or DC power
FAA approved for use on commercial
airlines

Optional backpack making it comfortable
for patients to wear all day long
Best in industry 5-year warranty covering
sieve bed replacements
Lowest cost of ownership
Battery packs with up to 9.4 hours
with EasyPulse POC-5 and 11 hours for
EasyPulse POC-3

For more information about the EasyPulse POC,
call customer support at 1-800-272-7285
Email us at: info@precisionmedical.com
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